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You’re listening to the NightWorkPod. I’m Julius-Cezar Macquarie, and I am an anthropologist. NWP focuses on night workers and the
lives they lead awake, alert at night whilst majority sleep. In this episode, I invite two professionals and long-term London residents,
a public health practitioner and a fire fighter.
Two important sectors of work, health and emergency services part of the fire fighting industry rely
on professionals working the night shift through
rotation. Both guests share how night shift work
impacts on their circadian rhythms, and the challenges that each face according to the nature of
the job that they have preformed over the years.
Our first guest is George Perry. George is a public
health practitioner running a tuberculosis screening program for newly arrived migrants to London.
Over 13 years, George managed Open Doors, a
clinical, case management and outreach service
for at-street sex workers in several London boroughs. In the beginning this type of work challenged George, and her preconceptions on what
it means to be a sex worker on the frightening
and hostile streets in some parts of London, at
night. She also shares how over the years she
tried to redress the harshness of a global city like
London, and the policies of social cleansing of
the ‘others’ who cannot afford living in the city.
§

JCM:
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this NightWorkPod. I’d like you to introduce yourself, tell listeners what you do
and the kind of work you have been doing.
George Perry [GP]: So, I would describe myself,
I suppose as a public health practictioner. I currently run a tuberculosis screening program for
new migrants arrivals n London. In Southwark
and Lambeth. But, for many years until the end
of 2016, I was the service manager for Open
Doors [OD]. OD is a clinical, case management
and outreach service for sex workers in East
London. Three boroughs in London - City and
Hackney, Tower Hamlets and Newham. I did
this job for thirteen years. I took it from a very
tiny service when there were only three of us,
working part-time, to a pretty large service; we
were, at one point, up to sixteen of us.

Yeah, we were working with street sex workers,
migrant sex workers. Sex workers who worked
off-street, in brothels and saunas, and we were
doing numerous pieces of work, really. Extensibly, our gateway to working with sex workers
was through the offer of really high quality sexual
health seervices. A specialist service, where sex
workers would go; where there wouldn’t be judged
and they wouldn’t be stigmatised. It’s a vreally
difficult disclosure to make some times. To have
health professionals who support you because
you are a sex worker; people face a lot of judgements and a lot of stigma. So, we had clinics, and
we also had teams where we did the outreach.
We then, supported sex workers, basically, in
whatever aspect of social care they needed.
So, maybe they were suffering because they were
homeless, sexual abuse, or they were living with
issues of mental health or drug dependency or
they may have been experiencing the challenges
of being a migrant sext worker, which were complex, are complex for sex workers. Because, language can be a barrier; not knowing how British
systems work; facing the very obvious discrimination that happens if you are a migrant trying
to find your way in London. We would be able to
support our street sex workers who needed our
assistance and any of those issues. And that was
really the case management element. And it was
an extraordinary job. In one year we would work
with almost 2,500 people. Mostly, female sex
workers, some males,and some trans sex workers. Mostly females, large numbes of sex workers
from Romania and Brazil. And then we had our
indigenous, UK sex work population that we supported through our at-street outreach programs.

JCM: Please tell us how you used to find
them or how did they use to find you.
GP: In the beginning, the work that we did really focused on outreach. So, small teams would
go out at night to meet sex workers out at night,
and they would drive around the streets of the
boroughs that we used to work in places that we
recognised to be street beats. And that means,
places where sex workers would go to sell sex.
And the other teams would also go out on outreach. Those would go to the brothels and saunas. And those were properties that we would
have known for a long time or we would be told
about new properties through word of mouth or
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with any case management needs that they had.
JCM: In 2013, Open Doors published Findings
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JCM: Thank you. What do you think about the
GP: When you are living and surviving on the nocturnal city, about London, this city that nevstreet you build up a fraternity and a group of er sleeps, on the backdrop of your experience
support; and maybe don’t support you well, of working with these people that you have
but a group of people that you know and that just been describing?
you could understand.
GP: So, London is increasingly the city that
And, yeah, I began to learn that there was a real never sleeps. I remember moving to London.
strength and support around that for a lot of the And actually it did use to sleep, at about 2am.
women. And that was often what made it hard
to come off the street. Because to come off the JCM: When was that?
street it meant that they would lose touch with
that street community. And you know often GP: Oh, I moved to London in ‘99. And I used to
some people were real scallies, you know, drug come up to London a lot before that. I rememdealers that were up to all sorts of mischief. But, ber thinking, actually, London does go to sleep.
to come away from the street it meant that wom- Things do… they do get quiet. But then, when I
en wouldn’t have that identity anymore. That started working for the NHS. And I started to do,
was really hard to move away. So, that was real particularly, the night-time work, and working
big surprise to me.
with sex workers. You know, we used to do the
outreach. We tried outreach at lots of different
Another surprise for me, when I worked with times out in the night. Sometimes, we would do
off-street women, was to see how tough they between 10 pm and 2 in the morning because
were, how strong they were. For many of the they wouldn’t have anywhere to sleep. So, what
migrant women, selling sex and earning money they would do, they would be out and they would
was about really sending majority of that mon- sex work, and when morning would come it would
ey home. London is a real expensive city to live be 8-9 am, they would find a place, and that could
in. They had their outgoings to spend here, but be perhaps with someone who would buy sex
they really needed to, and the expectations was from them, someone who would buy drugs from

them, with another friend or in a stairwell somewhere, it really depended on their circumstances. And you know, because London is hard and
tough, and it’s got harder and tougher and it’s got
fewer and fewer resources out there. You’d know
that probably when the light comes up, the place
that many of the street homeless sex workers,
they would go to stairwells in blocks of flats,
bin areas, wherever they could lay their head.

JCM: On reflection, this service, long years of
working with marginalised people what do you
think that this experience of yours turned up to
be like? Was it any different than what you imagined before you endeavoured to stand by
to these people, the ignored people? [I often
refer to the people at night, invisible lives, invisible people that we just don’t think so often
as being up and working in the nocturnal city]

support that can be offered to them is less and
less. I tried in London, to redress the harshness
of this city by being a human being, and offer
human support, and I think that’s the only way
I could be in this city and keep my sanity, really…
§
Phil Horsley [PH] started working for the London
ambulance service. After two years he decided to
become a fire fighter and has serviced with a London fire brigade for 29 years. He worked shifts for
over 30 years, and the shift rota included nights
shift work, which is at the core of this podcast.

JCM: Hello Phil!
PH: You’re OK mate?

JCM: Yes, yes, I’m really grateful that you
agreed to come on the nightworkpod. And I
would like to ask you to introduce yourself.

GP: For me, it was a real privilege. I had a window
into a world that many people would never have
a view on. And I saw an awful lot of desperation
in London. And I think, it depends what you are in PH: So, my name is Phil and I have been a fire
this city for. Some people are here to make their fighter, for 29 years now. I did a couple of years in
millions. And some people are here because is the ambulance service. Basically, it’s kind of over
this amazing, historical place. But, I came to East 30 years of working shifts, including night shifts,
London. And I was really embraced by East Lon- which, of course, is your interest. And the nature of
don. And I really wanted to find, and understand my job has always been over those years, what we
how I could be of assistance to a community in call, a first responder. So, dial 999, bosch, I turn up.
East London. And because of my colleagues,
most of whom were from East London, and be- And, of course, I am not exclusively a night
cause of the work that we were able to do to- worker. I also work day shifts every week. So, I
gether, I think we really did make a profound dif- chop and change between days and nights, difference to a lot of people’s
ferent rhythms. I often
lives. For me, that’s been
describe what it’s like the reason to be in London.
feeling jet-lagged, that’s
It’s harder and harder to do
how I describe to people.
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And you know, we really
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that sound. That sound had such an air of
see the social policy playthe difference in the way
finality. You know, zip, …that was it.
ing out. We’re seeing such
you experience nightPhil Horsley [PH]
cuts in NHS, to homeless
shifts or rather not getting
Fire Fighting Officer | First Responder
and housing services, to
used to night shifts. Can
drug and alcohol servicyou talk a little about that?
es , to mental health services, so actually the people we’re seeing on PH: For me, I’m chopping and changing. And my
the streets are increasing in numbers, but the rhythm is as such when I finished my last night

shift I stay awake for the whole of the next day
so that I can go to bed on my first night off. Does
that make sense? So, … Because, if I just went
home and went to bed that meant that all my
time off… I should explain, I work 4-on, 4-off. So,
it’s 2 days, 2 nights and then 4 off. Well, we say
it’s 4 off, but we worked on the first day off. So,
it’s like an eight day cycle. So, on our first day off
we work from midnight till 9:30 in the morning.
So, it’s not really a day off. So, it’s more really, like
a lot of people prefer, 5 days on, 3 off. It would
make more sense really. It used to be 3 nights in
the 24-hour cycle. So, the day was divided into 3
x 8 hours shifts. So, you had days, middles, and
nights. And that was quite hard, but then obviously I was much, much younger. And so things didn’t
really affect you when you’re a lot, lot younger.

JCM: When you say about affecting, in what
ways? What are you thinking here? Can you
tell our listeners in which ways? Is it mentally, is it physically?

do. So there’s times when I couldn’t be… this sort
of swings around. For the last 32 years I haven’t
known anything else. And as you know from all
the people that you’ve been talking about when
you’re working shifts it’s so much more kind of
an investment in your life. Your job becomes
so much more like your life style and influencing your life style. Because you’re not around
when the majority of other people are around.

JCM: What was most surprising for you, being
up at night and working?
PH: It’s a funny feeling, really. And again, it might
be the uniqueness of my experience. When
someone dials 999, it’s kind of quite desperate times. It’s life or death. And when you turn
up, you’re kind of very suddenly flung into this
high octane, heart rate, you know the expectation on you when you turn up, people think oh,
great! The ambulance is here! Or great, the fire
brigade is here and everything is going to be
fine now. And it’s you know, 0-100 mile-an-hour
kind of rush, mixed up with expectation, and …
does that make sense?

PH: Yeah, it’s kind of you tune out. Be kind of irritable. I guess. You know, if it’s the middle of january or february in this country it can be quite bleak,
the weather. You know, if you worked shifts you’re JCM: Yes. Is that different than responding
much more prone to depression. I don’t know if it’s to a call in the day?
the tiredness or … as I say it’s this feeling of jetlag.
PH: Yes. There is an expectation when we’re
JCM: You’re a family man, right?
called in the night. Because there are so few people around when someone has called us that you
PH: Yeah, I am a family man. I have two sons and never actually know until you turn up what you’re
they’re grown up now. And again it’s very easy going to get, but it’s more likely at night because
to dwell on the negative aspects of night shifts. people are asleep that people are defenceless
My job can be physically …demanding, as well as particularly if they don’t have … so, when the bells
the mental part. But, it’s very easy to dwell on the do go down, we say ‘the bells do go down’ when
negative aspects of working shifts. But, one of we are called in the night that …there have been
the positives is that I am around a lot during the times when I went, like I said, from 0-100 in a split’s
day. So, I was around quite a lot to get involved second, and you can sometimes feel physically
with my sons upbringing. And I would be able sick, you know. Some people can actually levitate
to go to school to pick them up. Or I would take because of the shock of the alert it’s so great that
them in the morning, on my off-duty days. You you just have this kind of spasm that …
know, you can off-set that imbalance. Of course, I Some people would, ‘jibbers, jabbers, oh,
work weekends. That’s the other anti-social part. you fire fighters you can sleep all through
Not just the times of the day, but the times of the night’. Between midnight and 6 o’clock
the week. There’s a lot of times when, conversely in the morning we are allowed to rest. I’ve alI’m not with them for important things to do with ways said, that’s not like real sleep. Really,
them. For example, parents’ evenings or award really isn’t. You can rest with one eye open.
ceremonies. You know, I have to be there. And
you know, you kind of have to plan your leave JCM: How would you say this service that you have
accordingly. You know, emergency cover has to done turned out to be from what you imagined
be the priority. It’s my job. It is what I’m paid to that it will be when you have started.

Does it makes sense what I am asking? tertainment, just seems to be so many more people around. And I think it’s better for it. There are
PH: Yeah, it makes sense. I don’t know… I don’t some downsides to it, you know, with gentrificathink I thought about the future very much. I tion it’s become a lot more expensive to live here.
was quite young when I started the job. It’s all I
ever wanted to do. I grew up behind the fire sta- JCM: How do you think it affected you work
tion. Playing sports in the yards. And that was and the shift into what it is today? [and I
it. That was all I ever going to do, and… 30 years think it is a city that never sleeps]
it’s a relatively short space of time …
PH: Well, I agree. On a sort of practical sort of
So, some changes have been detrimental, I be- level, whereas before you could really drive
lieve, around pay… and there’s much more care around London, at night, and it was almost a
around employees’ health and safety. Our life’s pleasure. I mean, when I first started driving, in
span has much increased, in line with the rest the early 1980s people used to say, “do you wanof the population, but that is… that pays tribute… na go out for a drive? Would you just like to go
that is a result of haivng much better breathing out for a drive? I mean, it’s just something fun to
appratus, having much better protective equip- do. And now, … Now, if you say to someone, do
ment. We know about cianide gas, we know you wanna go out for a drive, people would say,
about all these hazards more efficiently. Our “are you mad?” You’ve seen the price of petrol?
shifts, by and large stayed the same. But, they’ve The congestion? The congestion charge? Road
changed a little bit. They’ve become a little less rage? And I just think, at night, it’s just so much
family friendly. But, when the Fire Service Act more traffic, you know, on the road.
was .. And pensions and all that came in after
WWII, fire fighters retired … you know I’ve known And I think, again just anecdotally, I don’t have
fire fighters that they retired in their 50’s and any.. I think it does affect response time. You’re
they’re now in their 80s and they’ve been retired not able to just zip about on empty streets, on
longer then than they’ve been fire fighters, they’ve empty roads like you used to … sometimes, it’s
been retired longer than they’ve been working. traffic jams, and again, the amount of road works
are more likely to do this things at night because
JCM: You being a fire fighter and a long-term of the chaos. A lot more of kind of road works
resident of London for all these years, could you and building works, even, taking place at night bedescribe thorugh your eyes how London has cause it’s much more convenient to do.
changed, at night, over these three decades?
I was just saying to someone the other day, again
PH: As I say, I’m 52 now. I’ve lived in London. I’ve the first station I went to, when I first started workbeen born in London and lived here all my life and ing, nearly all my colleagues were male and mar… like a lot of big cities, it wasn’t a place to live in. It ried and almost none of them… none of their wives
was a place to commute and work. And, you know, worked. Now, not only that everyone’s wife works,
the pubs used to close at 10:30 - 11:00 pm. Peo- I mean, the wives … quite a lot of them, they’re
ple would generally come for food. It was a land of earning more in the last thirty years. It’s been one
warm, flat beer, cold chips and … now,
of the big changes that I’ve noticed.
Just seeing that, the kind of night life, around eating out, dinning out, the night economy … I mean,
when I was small… when my parents… we never
went out. I mean, it just wasn’t something we did.
You see it on a Wednesday night even, people
are out. We used to go to other cities when I was
younger, in Europe and see Parisiene café culture
or you go to America, you go to New York, the
city that never sleeps. And I’ve seen London becoming more and more like that. Much more of a
night economy, much more of a … in terms of en-

JCM: For people who work at night and listeners
of the nightworkpod, what would you say to them?
PH: You know, from having spoken to you, it’s
kind of transparent that your kind of mission is to
get the night workers’ voices out there and heard,
and while they’re listening, maybe I’m preaching
to the converted… nighters, are the most critical, important workers, and when you’re working
shifts and particularly a lot of the people that
you’re interviewing are working just nights that

it’s just such a great sacrifice of a kind of a normal
life, and these people are paid really … not worth
for the work that they do, and the contribution
that they make to the night-time economy, to the
running of this city, and they’re so kind of hidden
and their problems all so kind of hidden … and I
kind of, really think we need to pay some mind.
I’m sure that they already do. You know, the night
porter in a fruit and veg market, the driver that is
getting the food to the supermarket for you, it’s
such a critical, important part of the running of
this great city, and it’s really kind of they’re asleep
at home and we can work, and we can function
in this city because of this people kind of sacrifice, maybe a bit of a dramatic word, but they
kind of put themselves out for the little reward
… and I’ll leave it at that and I’ll say thank you.

If you like what you’ve heard there are
a few ways that you can help me out.
First, tell all of your friends in real and digital form, diurnal or nocturnal about this show.
Read the text that comes with this episode on podcasts.ceu.edu where nightworkpod episodes are hosted.
Review the show on itunes. You can donate
to support this show production via my website: LightSparksCreatives [dot] myportfolio[dot]com. And you can also contact me @
nightsparkslab
facebook
page.
Thank you, and I hope you enjoyed this second episode. Tweet-the-word and tune in for
the third episode coming soon.

JCM: Thank you, thank you.
PH: Thank you, Cezar. Thank you for everything
that you do in this endeavour.
§

JCM: I will end this series with one more episode
when I invite Marion Roberts, Emeritus Professor
in Urban Design at the University of Westminster,
whose specialist’s interests are the night-time
city and gender related topics in Urban Design.
MR: Well, one thing I think that it’s kind of plus
and minus that’s been really good. I… my passion
is film, and I really like the way that there’s been
an increase in the number of art-house cinemas.
Picture House chain, and the Curzon chain across
London it’s terrific. The shame is that they’r enot
paying their workers properly, and there’s still an
ongoing dispute that’s been going on for the last
eighteen months at Picture House, but otherwise that’s been so positive for me as a person.

JCM:
You’ve been listening to nightworkpod, a podcast about working the nightshift.
Nightworkpod is produced by me,
Julius-Cezar MacQuarie. I created nightworkpod between London and Budapest.
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